
 
Year 2 Maths Tasks – Friday 3rd July 2020  

 

The final part of our maths for this week and for the beginning of next week is to look at volume. 

 

Parents: Volume is the amount of liquid and is measured in millilitres and litres (1000 ml). Children will only have 

experience of numbers up to 100 in Year 2 but in Year 3 will be working up to 1000, so it might be a good time to 

start introducing this within the topic of volume. 

 

Children: When we look at liquids and how much of a liquid we have we measure what is called the volume. The 

amount of liquid is measured in millilitres (ml is the short way of writing this). When we have 1000 ml we have a litre 

(l is the short way of writing this). 

 

Look carefully at the measuring container and see if you can find the volumes of the amounts of liquid. 

 

 This jug has a scale of 5ml for each line on the scale. 

 

 

This scale has lines which are worth 5 millilitres (this is what ml means on the scale). They go up in 5 millilitres all the 

way to 50 millilitres.  

 

 This jug has a scale of 20ml for each line on the scale. 

This scale has lines which are worth 20 millilitres (this is what ml means on the scale). They go up in 20 millilitres all 

the way to 100 millilitres. 

 

 

1. Mental maths activities 

Please go online and work on the following activities: 

*Mostly postie game- matching the weight of the postcards to their measurement on the weighing scales 

https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/mostlyPostie/index.html 

answers in steps of 100g as well as answers in steps of 50g as a challenge 

*Daily 10 game- fractions to revisit last week’s work 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/daily10 

 

 

2. Measuring mass and volume song  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks1-maths-capacity-volume/zj8njhv 

Watch the video and see if you can make up your own fun song to help you to remember the key facts about 

measuring mass and capacity. 

 

 

https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/mostlyPostie/index.html
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/daily10
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks1-maths-capacity-volume/zj8njhv


3. Smoothie Challenge 

If you have a way of measuring ml and l at home why not try and make a smoothie using various ingredients. For 

example you could make a banana and strawberry smoothie and then work out the volume of smoothie you have by 

measuring it in a measuring jug. Drink a glass of the smoothie then see what volume of the drink you have left by 

measuring it again. I would love to see any photographs of any smoothies you have made and the volumes you 

measured! 

 

4. Measuring volume 

Look at the water in each jug. First of all work out what the scale is in ml and then work out the volume of water in 

each jug. 

 

 
 

                      
 

 

                            
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. Put the correct volume of water in each in each jug. 

 

 

 
Can you put the jugs in order of the smallest volume to the largest volume? 


